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Specification of floor finishes for halls and large spaces in primary Schools shall be as Room Data Sheets:

### Specification of floor finishes for halls and large spaces as Room Data Sheets:

- **Main Hall** – Resilient, sprung/semi sprung floor to suit multiple functions e.g. assembly, non-competitive sports dining and dance etc. European DIN standard **18032:2** with shock absorption coefficient of 55%.

- **Small Hall** - Resilient, sprung/semi sprung floor to suit multiple functions e.g. assembly, non-competitive sports etc. European DIN standard **18032:2** with shock absorption coefficient of 55%.

- **Studio** – Resilient sprung/semi sprung floor to suit multiple functions e.g. assembly, non-competitive sports etc., to European DIN standard **18032:2** with shock absorption coefficient of 55%. Note if school has Main Hall and small Hall as well as Studio then floor finish shall be slip resistant sheet floor finish.


Note: - Timber flooring shall not be specified as the floor finish for Halls and Large Spaces in Schools for reasons of cost and potential issues with installation, robustness, cleaning/maintenance, dimensional stability and maintenance.